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She is the woman in your life. 

She would never let you down. 

She is your friend forever. 

Don’t you think it is time that you tell her? 

 

 

Book 

 

hat would a woman be without her friend? Who would she turn to 

with all her small ailments and heavy burdens, who would be 

there to share life’s little secrets and her greatest happiness? Friends 

bicker and argue and still they are devoted to each other heart and soul. 

They might lose touch, but they will find each other again and stick 

together when life comes thick and fast. And the first “best friend” is a 

person no woman will ever forget.   

 

There are times when you need more than one friend. And only life will 

decide which one is the friend to grow old with. This much, however, is 

 

W 



true: Without friends, our world would be poorer, colder, much harder 

do endure and not even half as loveable.  

 

This inspiring, heartfelt book with its lovingly chosen texts, illustrations, 

thoughts and ideas touching the subject of friendship is a wonderful 

declaration of love for the most important woman in our lives. It is a 

present from the heart and a perfect way to simply tell our friend: “I am 

so happy to have you. Thank you for everything!“ 

 

The perfect present for all friends: Inspiring stories, thoughts and ideas 

about the subject of friendship between women. A beautifully designed 

and crafted book with many charming, atmospheric, lively pictures from 

the life of friends.  

 

Whenever you doubt yourself, 

when you are sad without any reason, 

when you need someone to give you strength and to believe in you, 

Then she will be there: YOUR FRIEND 

 

160 pages, photos, 4c. 
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Daniela Thiele cannot imagine life without books. And life without friends 

even less. Born in Düsseldorf, she has lived in Bonn, Paris, Stuttgart, 

New York and Cologne, before settling with her family in Munich. After 

graduation, Daniela Thiele worked as a journalist, radio presenter and 

editor with renowned publishers. She is the editor-in-chief for Thiele 

Verlag. And a really good friend.  
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